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The Statesman series combines the styling, functionality, 
innovation and cosmetic appeal of Estelle’s most popular 
products and technology. The Statesman series is the 
premium choice for your next bathroom.
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NINTRODUCING THE STATESMAN

Spearheading innovation the revolutionary, creative and advanced 
features of the STATESMAN are subtle, modern yet cutting edge 
and ingenious. Inspired from our STEALTH and BOSTON series, the 
STATESMAN takes frameless shower fittings to a whole new level.

A close look reveals it’s commanding stance, smooth, subtle and 
flush inner and outer lines with all parts in perfect proportion. Clever 
engineering narrowed the hinge gap reducing (if not eliminating) any 
water from being able to pass through the hinge.

The newly improved STEALTH inside cover looks contemporary; but, 
they feature a cutting edge invisible attachment system enabling the 
covers to simply click on and click off. Furthermore, it wouldn’t be from 
the Estelle stable if it didn’t offer more than just looks and innovation. 
It had to have advanced technology and functionality.

Our vision was to create a series of first-class frameless shower fittings, 
boasting a strong, solid, cosmetic presence, loaded with concealed 
innovation and cutting edge functionality that is without equal. Remaining 
true to our Australian design heritage, we’re very pleased to offer the 
STATESMAN series for your consideration.

Cover image: Located in Co. Clare Ireland, the O’Brien Castle (today known as Dromoland 
resort) dates back to the early 15th Century. Being of Irish decent and a family business, 
Estelle® took inspiration from the majestically sublime O’Brien Castle to name the Statesman 
series. Over the years, many famous guests have stayed at the castle including Bill Clinton, 
Juan Carlos I of Spain, Nelson Mandela, Muhammad Ali, Richard Branson, Jack Nicholson, 
Johnny Cash, Michael Flatley, Bono, the Beatles and John Travolta.
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Technical Data; 
Manufacturer; 
Item Description; 
Material; 
Load Rating; 
Glass Suitability; 

Feat
ures; 

ESTELLE® 

Heavy Duty - Glass to Glass 180 degree inline hinges. 
Estelle specified forged Brass. 
40kg per pair. Max glass width not to exceed 800mm. 
10mm thickness, toughened safety glass. 

* None slip POWER GRAB® asbestos free packers.
* Fast fit slip on design.
* Self Closing from approximately 25 degrees.
* Dual action opens inwards and outwards.
*  Allan tools and masonry drill bit supplied.
* Guaranteed for life.

Fitting Instructions; 
* Before attaching the hinge clean both sides of the glass with Methylated spirits at contact points.

SFH10-1L-Wall to Glass Hinge SFH10-2-Glass to Glass Hinge (180 Degree)

-Handle
Wall to Glass Bracket
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